Trinity Maths

TO THE HEAD OF MATHS

Visit www.trinitymaths.com
for more information
or to download these
10 Topic Files FREE
System Requirements
• MS Windows 10
• MS Excel 2016 with macros enabled
• Suitable for all types of PCs, notebooks and
interactive whiteboards
• Minimum screen/projector resolution of 1024×768
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TO THE HEAD OF MATHS

NEW FOR 2020/21

Using a Calculator Efficiently
Solve Linear Equations (Foundation)
Coordinates & Straight-Line Graphs
Solve Problems Using Coordinates
Pythagoras’ Theorem
Solve Problems Using Pythagoras’ Theorem
Vectors (Foundation)
Circular Geoboards
Scatter Graphs of Bivariate Data
Probability Theory

“I have seen many titles
intended for use with
interactive whiteboards
but never have I
seen one that allows
teachers to exploit the
interactivity and the
main features of an IWB
to the degree that this
programme does.”

Evaluation of

Contact us today to
order your Trinity
Maths site licence
Secondary school site licence:
Primary school site licence:

£499
£250

Trinity Maths

Third-generation educational software for Maths teachers & Maths tutors

After 18 years of research & development, Version 3 of

this BETT Award nominated programme now addresses
the broader, deeper, increased demands of the new

No VAT to pay. eStarters Ltd is not VAT registered.

National Curriculum and new GCSE (9-1). It contains a

Your order is sent first class recorded delivery

within all phases of the mathematics lesson. The activities

vast array of versatile teaching content which can be used

with a 30-day invoice.

engage and enthuse pupils and empower teachers with

Please POST your purchase order to:

to teach with and inspiring for pupils to learn from.

Greenhill, Sheffield, S8 7RL, UK

Activities support differentiation through annotations and

eStarters Ltd, 6A School Lane,

an intuitive and highly effective resource which is a delight

methods and are adaptable for extension and enrichment
work. Trinity Maths incorporates classic traditional and
new innovative approaches to teaching all topics at all

levels of ability. It greatly complements algebraic graph

New for 2020/21 - Onsite Training

The author Matt Dunbar is available for hire to provide onsite training for
teachers who wish to get the best out of Trinity Maths in the classroom.
A selection of exclusive additional teaching materials will be provided.

Call or email us to discuss your needs.

plotting and dynamic geometry software most schools
already successfully utilise. With Trinity Maths, the

potential for teachers to skillfully interact with content
embedded with true mathematical integrity is fulfilled

enabling them to teach in a dynamic, investigative and
explorative style.

eStarters Limited

Tel:

Sheffield, S8 7RL, UK

Website:

6A School Lane, Greenhill,

eStarters

Email:

0772 581 7035

info@estarters.com

www.trinitymaths.com

See inside for example screenshots, delighted user feedback and rapturous
professional evaluations which hail Trinity Maths amongst the best in its class.

Number • F D P
Ratio • Calculations

Algebra • Graphs
Equations • Sequences

Geometry • Measures
Statistics • Probability

Trinity Maths
Trinity Maths consists of 178 MS Excel spreadsheets on a USB

• Number

15 Topic Files

be immediately installed onto individual laptops and PCs or your

• Ratio

17 Topic Files

and includes over 4000 mathematical activities. The content can
school’s digital learning platform and network enabling it to be

easily linked to your Maths department’s scheme of work. Each
topic file’s menu is driven by teaching and learning objectives

taken from the National Curriculum for Mathematics Programme of
Study. Activities are presented in increasing order of mathematical
difficulty within each topic file to aid lesson design and enable
Solve Problems Using Rounded Values

Solve Problems Using Percentages
(Higher)

Solve Problems Using Scales & Maps

progression in learning to develop with pace and purpose.
Visit www.trinitymaths.com for more information

• FDP

• Calculations
• Algebra
• Graphs

15 Topic Files
17 Topic Files
18 Topic Files

11 Topic Files

• Equations

17 Topic Files

• Geometry

21 Topic Files

• Statistics

12 Topic Files

• Sequences
• Measures

• Probability

8 Topic Files

16 Topic Files
11 Topic Files

What do teachers and expert reviewers say about Trinity Maths?

Solve Problems Using Standard Form

Substitute Into Formulae
(Spatial Patterns)

Solve Problems Using Straight-Line
Graphs

“I am hugely impressed by this incredibly detailed,

“Without the innovation involved in the production of

In many cases complex topics will be understood

effective tool for teaching and learning of the subject.”

superb resource. It is a joy to use.

Trinity Maths, teachers would be lacking a unique and

more easily. I use it to revisit material giving the

Phil Smith, Head of Maths

fantastic title which deserves a place in every Maths

“An Excel based resource which generates a

teem evaluation

section is particularly impressive bringing a degree

“The resource holds pupils’ attention and stimulates

potential to convey difficult topics in a very clear way.

whole class more practice in a topic area. A truly
department in the country.”

thinking. Pupils ask more questions and have a

previously unseen determination to master the maths
on offer.”

Solve Problems Using Linear Equations

Non-Linear Sequences In 3D Spatial
Patterns

Vectors (Foundation)

and my pupils were fascinated by it. Those

resources. Flexible and easy to drive yet powerful.

“Presentation is clear, colourful and interactive.
Solutions are frequently annotated with generic

strategies, supporting students’ development of

understanding alongside technique. The authors

have gone to some lengths to embed activities in

real-life contexts. My students feel it is both engaging
and authoritative. Far superior to the many electronic
textbooks on the market.”
Core numeracy skills, calculation
techniques and problem solving

Algebraic graph plotting, spatial
patterns and equation solving

Dynamic geometry, data analysis
and experimental modelling

Craig Barton, TES Maths Adviser

“Trinity Maths has a huge store of interactive

The visual impact motivates learners and teachers

Probability Theory

Certainly the best of its kind.”

“Absolutely fantastic, very intuitive and a delight to

Bob Larcombe, Head of Maths

Scatter Graphs Of Bivariate Data

of interactivity to Excel which surprised me. Has the

Denise Armstrong, Head of Maths

find it fun to use too!”

Similar Triangles, Shapes & Solids

potentially infinite number of questions. The Geometry

TES Review, Jennie Golding, AST & Head of Maths

use. I was mesmerised by the wealth of resources

responsible know how to produce material that looks
appealing to both teacher and learner.”

TES Review, Peter Ransom, Leading Maths Teacher

“Covers the syllabus in a challenging, interesting way.

Plenty of interactivity as it is easy to change parameters.
Short learning curve before the teacher/learner

becomes effective. Strongly supports experimentation.
Compelling and enjoyable with lots of challenging

tasks. Visual and kinaesthetic styles are provided for

leading to lots of discussion. Easily leads to formative
assessment. Can teach material in a variety of ways.
Very open-ended. Excellent in all aspects.”
BETT Awards Judging Pane

